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Welcome to the year of the Cyco ...2015 has arrived. As I was getting ready to write the intro

for this issue, I learned that Nate from Ensign (and a bunch of other great bands) was diagnosed with cancer. This isn't so

much about him being sick, although he's honestly the nicest guy in the world, and one of the last people I would ever want

to see go thru something like this. I first learned about him being sick thru a social media post. The place most of us get our

news from these days. Someone had shared a GoFundMe page that was started to help Nate and his wife during this tough

time. I knew Nate when I lived in New Brunswick for a couple years and got to know him so I made a small donation. But,

when I learned this morning that they were able to raise their initial goal of $50,000 in 15 hours, I was reminded of

something. Hardcore is so much more than music. We are friends and family. We look out for one another. When else in life

can you travel half way around the country or around the world for that matter, and have an instant connection with people

you have never met? There is a bond we all share that is as strong as blood. It's so much more than straight edge, vegan,

haircuts, politics, or so many of the other bullshit things that often divide the scene. I sometimes forget the greatness of this

"thing of ours" but today I got a much needed reminder.

Doing this zine is a reminder of that for me as well. The fact that any of you take the time to read this, let alone spend

money on it, is so humbling and such an honor. I get to do something that makes me happy and use that to connect with

people all over the world. Kinda crazy when you think about it, but so cool at the same time.

The following people helped make issue three possible, motivated me, contributed pictures or articles, or just plan lent a

hand in some way and are deserving of my thanks: Freddy Alva, Mike Neider, The Loud Ones, Chi Pig, Dan and Cruzar

Media, Kristian, Brian & Atomic Action, Ed DroidXRage, Ron Martinez, Adri Law, Nick and Soul Search, Ken Poe, Randy Dyer

for the cover art, Larry Ransom, Dan Rawe, David & Jenna, every small Distro and shop who picked up the first 2 issues and

took a chance on a little unknown zine, every band and label who sent in promos, and you.

Be sure to check out the Distro sections on our site for more great releases from other labels as well as our own. We already

have a few hundred titles and get new releases in every week. All profits get recycled into other projects tool!

This issue is dedicated to Herb Neumann...RIP...Skate Werks for life!!!

Send hate mail, promos, ad inquiries, etc....

Not Like You Zine

102 Richmond Ave SE

Albuquerque NM 87106

www.notlikevourecords.com

notlikevouzine@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/notlikevoufanzine

www.instagram.com/notlikevoufanzine



Soul Search may not be a household name

yet but give them time. They formed about

4 years ago in Southern California and have

been releasing the occasional 7" since

then. They recently signed to Revelation

and will be reissuing their "Nothing But A

Nightmare" 7 inch soon. They are also

finishing up recording their first full length

which will come out on Revelation early

next year. I had a chance to see them at

the Musink Festival in OC earlier this year

and finally got Nick to take a break from

their hectic schedule and do an interview

with me. If you like late 80s/ early 90s

NYHC a la Outburst and Merauder, be sure

to check these guys out.

NLY: Thanks for taking the time from all your bands and tours to sit down and do this. Who is currently in the band and what

do they play?

SS: Currently the line-up is:

Omar- Vocals

Dorian- Drums

Aaron- Guitar

Nick- Guitar

Alfredo- Bass

NLY: When did you guys get together? Who are your influences?

SS: In 2010 Dorian (drums) and Ronnie (guitar) started a hardcore band in vein of Breakdown and Merauder. While they

were writing the demo, Dorian recruited Omar (vocals) to come sing because Dorian and Omar had been in a punk band

prior to Soul Search. Chad (bass) came in early on and so did Aaron (guitar) and that was the original Soul Search line-up. At

this point I was just a fan of the band, getting stoked to see a current band cover Outburst and Breakdown. So from the start

it was all about paying homage to NYHC.

NLY: I was lucky to grow up in the heart of the late 80s

NY scene so I understand paying homage to the greats.

Any changes from your original line up? Why?

SS: Yes, after the demo Ronnie moved to Chicago so a

new kid named Ricky took his spot and teamed up with

Aaron to fulfill guitar duties. This was the line up for a

while, up until the release of the Bury The Blame 7",

which is when Chad moved to D.C. causing Alfredo to

pick up where he left off. Then while Soul Search was

touring for Bury The Blame, I came into the picture as a

fill-in whenever Ricky or Aaron couldn't play/tour. Before

long Ricky left the band and I became a permanent

member. This line-up has been playing since 2012 and it's

still current which is: Omar- Vocals, Dorian- Drums,

Aaron- Guitar, Nick- Guitar, Alfredo-Bass



NLY: You guys have been at it for a while now. Can you give us a rundown of your discography?

SS:

-"Demo"- Intolerable Weight-7"/Cassette-Thick Skin Records 2010

-"Bury The Blame" EP- 7"- Triple B Records 2011

-"Burning"- Featured on The Extermination comp done by Flatspot Records 2011

-"In The End" - Featured on The America's Hardcore Vol. 2 comp done by Triple B Records 2012

-"Nothing But A Nightmare" EP- 7"- Back To Back Records 2013

-"Split with Minus"- 7"- Closed Casket Records 2014

NLY: You guys have been pretty consistent, which is cool. You're working on your first full length for Revelation. Are you

done recording? When will it be released?

SS: The LP for Revelation Records is actually done being recorded except for the vocals which will be the final frontier before

the songs are mastered. I think the songs sound great and I can't wait to hear what Omar does with them vocally, that's

always the last step and I'm always impressed. I always say that I'm a fan before a member of Soul Search. So even though

I'm part of the process, I still anticipate new material from a fan standpoint, which is pretty awesome.

NLY: That has to keep it exciting too! What was it like recording full length as opposed to going into the studio for a 7"?

SS: Writing and recording an LP was very different for Soul Search vs.

writing a 7". As you can see. Soul Search has only ever written and

recorded EP's and Comp tracks so as one would imagine, approaching a

full length LP was a bit overwhelming. That being said, Aaron and Dorian

had a strict schedule of practicing and writing multiple days out of the

week which allowed them to fine tune everything. Sometimes songs

would get written and played for a couple weeks then scrapped due to a

new song they felt was a better fit. Personally, I see bands write killer EP's

then when they tackle a full length they bite off more than they can chew

and the record has filler tracks, which in my eyes should never be

acceptable. So for this Soul Search LP personally, I was curious to see

how we would handle that pressure and I can honestly say every riff in

every track is there for a reason and none of the songs were tossed

together.

NLY: I agree. Some bands go in so unprepared for what's going to happen

and the end result really shows it. How did you guys hook up with Revelation? Are you happy so far?

SS: We hooked up with Revelation through our good friend Eric Aliberti who runs Fineprint Records out of Orange County.

Eric worked at Revelation for a while and made friends with Adam Lentz over there, so word of mouth spread from Eric to

Adam, and everyone else over at Rev. Adam started to come out to all of our shows and before long he approached us about

doing a record with Revelation. Doing a record with Rev seemed to us like one of the coolest things possible due to every

member of Soul Search growing up on early Rev releases. So far everyone over at Rev has been awesome especially Adam,

who has spearheaded the whole thing and taken care of us completely.

NLY: Rev is also reissuing your Nothing but a Nightmare 7". This was your most recent release, why the reissue? Will that

drop before the LP?

SS: Yes the reissue of "Nothing But A Nightmare" will be out before the LP on Revelation. I just saw the new artwork/layout

for the 7" and I think it looks awesome. There's really no crazy reason for the reissue I just know that when we signed to Rev

for the LP they asked to reissue some of the other stuff since it had only been pressed once on its respective label.

NLY: Yeah that one seemed to disappear pretty fast so at least people can grab it now. You recently were a last minute add

on for the Musink Festival. How did that come together? How'd the show go?

SS: Musink was a pretty awesome and unique experience for Soul Search. We got hooked up with that show through

Revelation Records being as Judge and Gorilla Biscuits were playing. I went to Community College across the street from
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where that fest was, so it was pretty

crazy to be playing a huge show

down the street from my house,

Haha! We opened the fest and I don't

think too many people were there to

see us but we played a good set and

had a lot of fun. Hopefully some

people who had never seen/heard of

us got a chance to check us out. All

in all we had fun with it.

NLY: 1 know I wanted to check you

guys out, so I made sure to get there

early. It was a great show. You also

recently did a mini tour in California.

How'd that go? You've toured before,

how long/far have you gone? Any

plans to tour once the LP hits?

SS: Yes the West Coast small tour run

of shows were awesome. The West

Coast has always been good to us.

We love playing places like Pomona,

Sacramento, Santa Cruz, and

Carpinteria. We did the shows with Disgrace, Violent Situation, and God’s Hate which was awesome cuz those are all our

friends. Soul Search has toured the US four times now, which doesn't include little West Coast weekends here and there.

There are some big plans for tours leading up to/during the release of the LP. You've mentioned the European tour and

there are some other ones that aren't announced yet but I'll say that everything is getting covered geographically. From the

US to the UK this will be the biggest string of Soul Search shows yet.

NLY: Ok, I'll be looking for a NM show and I'm gonna hold you to it!! Tell me about your track "In the End". To me it seems to

be a condemnation of organized religion. What's it about? What influenced the song? What is your take on spirituality /

SS: Yes you hit the nail right on

the head man, I've talked to

Omar about the lyrics to that

song and he said exactly that, a

condemnation of organized

religion. I also know that at the

time he was highly influenced by

the band Grave. As for a stance

on spirituality and religion., to

each their own. If someone

utilizes religion as a means to

oppress or segregate then that's

fucked up and it sucks, but if

someone digs in and uses their

beliefs to promote a positive

outlook/lifestyle then that's

awesome.



NLY: Yeah it

definitely

depends on the

individual, but

can be a very

positive thing in

some instances.

What's next for

Soul Search

after the LP

comes out??

SS: Man I have

no clue what's

next honestly!

Who knows?

Maybe another

EP, possibly

another LP!

I

guess as of now

we'll see how

the release of

the 1st LP goes

and just "play it

by ear". We definitely aren't slowing down that's for sure.

NLY: That's refreshing to hear. It seems like so many bands either get burnt out or fed up after finally doing an LP that things

change so much and they either break up or never wind up doing another LP. What are your favorite places to play?

SS: Favorite places to play are home first and foremost. Anywhere around the IE/OC/LA is always great, kids have seen us a

million times, yet still come out and go off at the local shows, which is the coolest thing. Personally I get the most excited to

play local shows but that being said, anywhere up the West Coast is great. When it comes to traveling we always do well on

the East Coast too, it's great playing NY/NJ/PA/RVA. We have a lot of great friends from Philadelphia, so it's always a treat to

spend any amount of time out there and play some shows.

NLY: Man do I miss shows in the NY/NJ area. Anywhere you guys haven't played that you would like to?

SS: As of now we haven't been able to tour Europe/UK yet and that's been a bummer to us because there have been people

reaching out from over there asking us to come over. Previous plans for a Europe/UK tour fell through due to school, work,

and poor planning, but this time around we are totally ready to go and couldn't be more stoked.

NLY: Good luck! I hope that one comes together for you. What influences each of you when it comes to the band other

bands? The world around you? Anything else?

SS: In my eyes, what makes Soul Search such a good group of friends who can come together to write and play music is the

fact that we all essentially got into "hardcore" through punk. We are always talking about classics and just jamming out.

Myself, Omar, and Dorian are straight edge and some of our favorite bands are Youth of Today, Chain of Strength, Straight

Ahead, and Judge. Alfredo and Aaron love all that stuff too but they're also really into Metal, so I think the combination of

those elements coming together help create Soul Search.

NLY: It's refreshing to hear that some kids still find hardcore thru punk. It seems like so many kids skip that and wind up in

the middle of hardcore and don't get the experience or education that comes from punk. Not putting anyone down for it,

but I definitely appreciate the fact that punk lead me to hardcore and still use a lot of the life lessons punk taught me. What

is one thing you think could happen to make the world around us a better place?



SS: I think one thing that could

help make the world a better

place is if people learned to take a

step back and see the world

through eyes other than their

own. People are so quick to fight,

outcast, segregate, and kill for

their beliefs and ideas but what

they don't question is why they

believe in those things in the first

place or how similar their ideas

and beliefs may be to others

they're casting aside or hating.

Everyone is so quick to point out

differences amongst each other

and butt heads but if they tried, I

think they'd find a surprising

amount of similarities.

NLY: It's the old story about walking in someone else's shoes. People forget too easy that everyone has a story and a path.

While it may be different or one you can't even understand or imagine, it does still exist and matter. Having been in the

band for a few years now I have to ask, has your perspective on "the scene" changed from when you started until now?

SS: Yeah "the scene" has absolutely changed. I mean even if you look at it over the past 30 years you can pin-point the vast

changes that occur by decade. From the dawn of American hardcore in the 80's to the more metallic sounds of the 90's then

the scene that carried through the 2000's which is the one most of us got into and were a part of. Lots of things have

changed. Trends come and go, but in one way or another I think the scene will always be there. We've all been going to

shows since our early teens and now we're in our early to mid 20's and probably more stoked on it than ever.

NLY: What does

"hardcore" mean to

each of you in 2014?

SS: I guess "hardcore"

to me in 2014 means

a culmination of a

group of like-minded

friends coming

together to listen to

and play music. One

thing that makes local

shows cool is knowing

that I'll get to see a

bunch of friends and

watch friend's bands

play. As adults, life

gets busy, so it's rad

to have a hardcore

show bring everyone

together.



NLY: If you had to go to your record collection and each pull out the one record that influenced you most what would you

pull out and why?

SS: Damn... Haha good question! Well personally I grew up in Orange County so I've always had a lot of admiration for OCHC.

So if I've gotta pull one record I'll go with Uniform Choice "Screaming for Change". Omar quickly stated that if he had to pick

one record he'd choose Youth Of Today "Break Down The Walls", after a few seconds he added "or GISM "Detestation".

NLY: Some great choices!! Any final thoughts?

SS: Thanks a ton to Not Like You (Underdog rules!) for doing this interview! It's not often that we get to answer thought

provoking and generally fun questions so this one was a blast. If anyone has been into Soul Search in the past or present

"Thank you" endlessly for your support and if you can check out the LP from Revelation coming (hopefully) soon, we're all

really proud of it. Also check out all the bands from CA right now, the scene is really banging and it's fucking awesome.

Running the risk of leaving someone out there are many bands that are our brothers who are all doing cool things worthy

of some attention: Twitching Tongues, Disgrace, NAILS, Forced Order, New Brigade, Skinfather, God's Hate, Xibalba, Fury,

Disapproval, Enough Said, and Discrepancy.

NLY: Thanks, I'm glad my interviews can stir that kind of thought! Best of luck with the LP and I'm waiting for that New

Mexico date. I'll keep bugging you til it happens!!!



BEYOND:

METALHEADS GONE NYHC
Beyond's "Dew It" demo from 1988 was such a mind blowing revelation. I remember picking it up at Some Records

earlier that year, everyone I hung out with was completely entranced upon hearing it, all of us wondering "Where the hell

did these guys come from"? The songs on said demo literally jumped off the speakers, brimming with a raw intensity that

only the best hardcore tunes can deliver. It wasn't until years after the fact that I came to understand that nothing really

appears fully formed without putting in time and effort, especially in music related matters.

The musical chops and precision to pull this off in a seemingly "limited" format like HC reflects years of practice and

that's where this article comes in. I am going to attempt to document the dozen or so Metal bands that all the members of

various Beyond lineups cut their teeth in, prior to recording "Dew It". So get a scorecard ready, this incestuous family tree

can get a bit confusing.

North Sachem High School in Ronkonkoma, Long Island is ground zero for the Beyond story. In the fall of 1984, a long haired.

Venom on back of denim jacket, upside down cross wearing freshman named Tom Capone was the go to person for the

more extreme sounds happening in the metal underground during that era. Having put out one issue of his DIY metal

fanzine named 'Mutilator', he is also heavily involved in the worldwide metal demos tape trading circuit. Plans for a second

issue are scrapped as Tom decides to play music influenced by the thrash maniacs he's interviewed. Getting together fellow

classmates Scott Oliva (vocals) Rob Porta (bass), Denny Darmo (drums) and himself on guitar, Radical Behavior is born in

1985. No demos exist of this short-lived band, except for early rehearsal tapes showing a heavy Exodus influence and later

tapes going for an Amebix vibe with Tom on vocals. Radical Behavior soon break up with Tom and Scott going on to start

1000 MPH, a fast NYC Mayhem/DRI sounding band that

records 3 demos plus one live tape with most songs clocking

in under the 1 minute mark. 1000MPH is a 2-man project

with Tom playing drums and doing some vocals plus Scott

playing guitar/singing. Rob Porta from Radical Behavior goes

on to Late To Church, a straight forward metal band with

future Beyond bassist Lance Jaeger & guitarist Mike

Yannicelli, both coming from joke band Rotting Fetus, a

band that plays local keg parties with their parody of punk

music. Around that time, Mike Yannicelli does a 1000 MPH

"tribute/rip off" band called Total Stupidity, opening up for

1000 MPH at "Jamborees" held in Tom Capone's basement

with friends from North Sachem HS in attendance. Late To

Church wins North Sachem HS battle of the bands in 1986,

playing Metallica & classic Rock covers. Lance and Mike

This issue we have something that we have never

done before, a guest columnist. Freddy Alva is an

old fixture from my NYHC days. He and Chaka were

the culprits who put together the incredible New

Breed tape comp back in the late 80's and he is

also the driving force behind Wardance Records.

This article was originally written for the website

www.noecho.net but both Freddy and I felt it

needed to be where it belonged, in a zine!

!

Please join me in welcoming Freddy and his latest
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soon join Tom Capone in Third Planet after their

respective bands break up. Third Planet is a crossover

band, heavily influenced by Long Island crossover heroes

The Crumbsuckers, with Tom singing plus Lance, Mike

and Radical Behavior drummer Denny. No demos exist

except for a rehearsal tape that showcases songs like

"Suffer", which would later become the template for

"Vitality" from Beyond. Mike Yannicelli would later go on

to play in 1.6 Band with Kevin Egan, as well as drummer

Vin Novara. Vin also played on the Socially Incorrect

demo from 1987. Socially Incorrect is a thrash band that

features Tom Capone on vocals and Vic Dicara on guitar.

Tom then starts a "Horror HC" band, influenced

by the Misfits/Samhain, called the Ghastly 1000 with future Beyond members Kevin Egan on bass and Vic DiCara singing.

"Dew It" demo cover artist and Astoria to Long Island transplant Larry Gorman, also draws the cover of the Ghastly 1000 live

demo "1000 Years of Horror" and is present for a memorable backyard show on Halloween. Larry also plays drums in Reach

Out with Tom singing for one show and Vic later taking over on vocals. Both the Ghastly 1000 and Reach Out demos come

out on "Shred Zine Productions", an extension of Vic's skating fanzine. Kevin Egan had previously sung briefly for a thrash

metal covers band called Espionage and also played in crossover outfit Toxic Phlegm with Vic DiCara.

Senior year of High School finds Tom and Kevin pairing up for a new, positive minded hardcore project called

Beyond. They recruit Lance Jaeger with Tom sitting him down and playing Youth of Today, Minor Threat and Uniform Choice

records so he can get a feel for what they're trying to accomplish. Drummer Dominic Biaocco, from Metal band Deception is

brought into the drummer's spot and it is this line-up that records the 8 song "Dew It" demo in the early part of 1988.

They play a couple of shows in Long Island before Porcell from Youth of Today hears their demo and enthusiastically

asks them to open up for YOT. By that time, Lance and Dominic are gone. Drummer Al Cage and Rob Porta, playing in Inner

Strength, a crossover band formerly known as Deranged (with Scott Oliva from 1000 MPH on vocals) are brought in as

replacements. Rob only lasts for a couple of shows and is replaced on bass by Vic DiCara, who was brought in briefly on 2nd

guitar. Vic leaves for college and is replaced by Ed "Direct" Ciappa, who played in thrash band Critical Absence, as well as in

Difference with 1st Beyond Drummer, Dominic Biaocco. It is this lineup of Tom/Kevin/Vic/Alan that records the seminal "No

Longer At Ease" LP in 1989 before calling it quits as members go off to college or other projects.



For those keeping score, that's everyone that was

ever involved in Beyond before their untimely breakup in

'89. In the 90' s, they went on to bands like Burn, Quicksand,

Inside Out, 108, 1.6 Band and tons more. They are all, for

the most part, still involved in music. Check out some of

their current projects like Poor Lily, Kevin Egan Is a Jerk,

Angelo Gallo Trio, and Alarms & Controls. Not to mention

the upcoming Beyond discography on Revelation Records,

which will include the Demo/LP and live at WNYU radio

session. They recently made an appearance at this year's

Black N Blue Bowl and will return to play an all-ages Sunday

matinee in Brooklyn on August 3rd.

Besides Beyond, Tom Capone has reunited his old

bands Quicksand and Bold. Last time I hung out with him, he

stated: "Hardcore saved my life". One can safely assume

that Metal had as much lifesaving impact on him and his

fellow band members during those Long Island salad days.

Huge thanks to Rob Porta, Lance Jaeger, Kevin Egan, Larry

Gorman, Mike Yannicelli, Vin Novara for all the info and to

Tom Capone for his enthusiastic support for this article as

well as sharing all the amazing photos/info and songs from

his old bands, (and from NLY to Freddy for the article and

those who contributed pics as well)

MUTILATOR: TC3's old Metal ZineMI

BEYOND

FIRST

SHOW

Pic By:
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Vinci
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I first discovered Final Conflict when Pushead

unleashed their now classic Ashes to Ashes LP

on the world. A killer mix of classic British punk

and some of the best OC bands came thru in

their sound. Needless to say I was hooked.

Onward to 2013 and Final Conflict reforms to

play Chaos in Tejas. They are back and playing

some shows, but who knows for how long. We
were lucky to sit down with singer Ron

Martinez and this is the result.

NLY: Who's in the current lineup?

RM: The core of the band's line up is Jeff Harp

on guitar, Nick Manning on drums and me on

vocals. We have a cadre of former FC bassists

who play with us based on if they are available

or not. So any given show could have Warren

Renfrow or Shane McLachlan with us.

We also had our friend Andy Anderson (Bat

Skates) fill in recently. Anyone who joins us has

history with the band and is family, we won't

have any 'hired hands'

NLY: Nice to have extras to pick from for those

times someone can't make it. Andy put out that

sick Final Conflict skateboard recently. It sold out fast. I was lucky enough to win one on Instagram. It hangs proudly in the

Not Like You office. How long had it been since you guys played together? Was it like riding a bike, where things just fell back

into place or did you realize you had some work ahead of you?

RM: It had been about 14 years since Jeff and I played together...almost 25 with Warren. All the guys live in LA and it came

together within 2 rehearsals. It was as if Warren and Jeff had never stopped playing together. For me, I spent a few weeks in

a rehearsal room, blasting FC tunes and loudly singing along to get my voice back into shape. I was really worried about it

cause I had not done lead vocals since I left the band. I was surprised how quick it all came together. Our first rehearsal as a

group was surreal, it was as if we were kids again. Same inside jokes and goofiness.

NLY: What broke you guys up originally?

RM: Final Conflict never broke up. Band members quit, (me included). Jeffs always kept the band together. They might not

have played as much, but the band had been active for some time without my involvement. They toured twice as well. For a

time, Tim Sawyer from Visual Discrimination was singing, then Shane McLachlan took over after Tim quit. I left the band in

1999, things came to a point; I wasn't having fun any longer, Jeff and I were butting heads a lot. I wanted to do other things,

so I said "I'm sorry, I'm quitting". It was a tough thing to do cause I felt I was abandoning the group. But I had to stop being

in the band. I wasn't happy, I was making other people unhappy (Jeff) that's not what making music with your friends

is supposed to be like.

NLY: Wow that's gotta be hard on so many levels. Tough decision but it sounds like you made the right one at the time.

Hopefully it was best for you as well. The most recent reissue of "Ashes to Ashes" hit recently. It’s been getting some great

reviews. Hard to imagine it's been over 25 years since Pushead first released it.

RM: Tell me about it!! We were just kids. I was 20 when we recorded it. Back then, to release a record (on a reputable

tastemaker label) was like hitting the big time for us. At the time, every record Pusmort was releasing was anticipated and

was somewhat of a milestone for the scene. (Septic Death, Poison Idea's "Kings of Punk", Christ On Parade, Attitude

Adjustment). Had it not been for the support of guys like Pushead, and Frank Harrison (Nemesis Records) our music would



have never been heard outside of Los Angeles and Orange

County. So, to still be talking about this record and have it back

in print by a respected label like Tank Crimes 27 years later.. All

of us are flattered and grateful that people still want to hear the

record.

NLY: It's taken a while but it seems to finally be getting the credit

it deserves. Why do you think it took people so long to catch up

to this record?

RM: I don't really agree with that. The record has always had a

small underground following and that's fitting for what we are. A

small underground band. Final Conflict has always been a

political hardcore punk band. However, we always got lumped in

with the anarcho/peace punk scene and that wasn't something

we were a part of. We weren't pacifists, we weren't hippies (and

we loved Minor Threat and Agnostic Front as much as Discharge

and Crucifix). That might have something to do with maybe why

we never became more widely known. Some people might have

written us off as just 'crassholes'.. ha ha. It didn't help that we never toured extensively so we didn't reach as many people

as we should. I'm unsure, but I never thought we didn't "get our due". I've met so many great people who were a fan of the

band and the "Ashes" LP so I'm happy with what little recognition we have for it.

NLY: That's the problem with doing email interviews, sometimes things come across differently. I just meant loving this

album like I do I have always felt more people should be into it and the band and now it seems I see more people talk about

the reissue and how classic an LP Ashes is. How has Ashes to Ashes held up for you? For me, I find some of the topics just as

relevant today, if not more so. Does any of it feel dated to you? Any of the lyrics you feel differently about today?

RM: Absolutely not. If anything I can say Jeff, Warren and I feel stronger than before about the lyrics on Ashes. We are older

and have had the experience of taking care of not just ourselves but raising families. And now, more than ever, I think we

feel sort of vindicated like "well.. WE told you so". It's a shame the lyrics are NOT dated. Police are still corrupt and will get

away with killing you, governments will send your children to fight their wars for oil and territory and organized religion is

still the worst threat of them all. Nothing has changed., sad.

NLY: Wow "It's a shame the lyrics are NOT dated"... that may just be the quote of the issue. It is sad that those things are still

issues and in some cases bigger issues than

ever. How did you hook up with Tank Crimes

for the reissue?

RM: When Jeff and I decided to start playing

gigs again, I had a very short list of labels I

wanted to ask about doing a deluxe reissue

of the Ashes LP. It had to be a label that not

only was releasing records that we liked, but

was run by someone that had a long history

in the punk/metal underground. I own my

own booking agency and I have worked with

Scotty - Tank Crimes multiple times. Either

booking tours for some of the Tank Crimes

bands or he's organized a show for other

bands I represent. I'm also an avid music fan

and buy a lot of the Tank Crimes releases. Some fROM RON'S COllfCnON



it seemed like a good starting point. I asked him first. I fully expected him to say "No"., instead he gave a resounding "Yes!".

It's been great working with him. I cannot say enough great things about Scotty. Funny thing was, just weeks after agreeing

to do the record with Scotty, two of the other labels on our list contacted me asking if we were interested in rereleasing

"Ashes" with them, talk about great timing! That was a good omen that we chose the right time to start playing shows again.

NLY: Perfect timing!! Nice when things fall into place like that. Do you have plans to reissue any more of your back catalog?

Any unreleased stuff going to see the light of day?

RM: Well there's not much unreleased stuff worth putting out there. We plan on releasing a compilation of our EP's.

"American Scream" and the Pushead/Bacteria Sour 7"s all collected on one LP. It will get the full deluxe treatment as well.

Scotty expressed interest in doing that back when we nailed down the "Ashes" reissue. I still got to make time to get the

master tapes baked and then remaster the whole project. Hopefully that will be out later in 2015. Those EP's are just

as strong as the Ashes material.

NLY: Yes they are, I still have those as well. It’s been about a year since you got back together, are you back for good? Can

we expect any new material to see the light of day?

RM: Yeah., back for good. Till Jeff decides the band is over and done with. I live in Austin TX and the rest of the guys are in

Los Angeles. But we only play about 4 to 5 shows a year so it's not too difficult to make things work. A full album has already

been recorded, it's very straightforward and similar to "Ashes" in delivery and structure. Short two minute blasts and the

lyrics are angrier than ever. I'm spending the Xmas holidays tracking the vocals and right now Jeff's been working on the

layout for the album art. More music will be recorded soon as well.

NLY: I will definitely be picking that one up, can't wait! Being such a fan of so much he has done over the years, I have to ask,

how did you wind up working with Pushead?
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RM: When we recorded our first demo, our then

manager Mike Perez sent Pushead a copy. After he

reviewed it in Maximum RnR and Thrasher we were

getting more orders than we could keep up with.

Pushead wrote us an enthusiastic letter and let us know

that he was willing to release our first LP if we had any

intention of recording one., and the rest is history.

NLY: You have now been an active band in some form for

4 decades. How have you seen things change within "the

scene"? Do you think it has made a positive progression

or do you see it as a case of never being able to "relive"

the glory days?

RM: Things have changed for the better in certain ways.

The internet has helped connect people and bands

together to create a more intimate connection. Blogs and

social networking have gotten a wider selection of music

to the individual with ease. You can find your next

favorite band with the scroll of a mouse. Then again, it's

also made things not as cherished. Before you'd hunt for

information and when you'd find that record or tape of a band it meant more to you. With the ease of getting more music,

it's also made it easier to dismiss and have a short attention span towards it.

I think the ability to say "it's as good as it ever was" or "It will never be the same" has a lot to do with the perspective of the

individual. You just can't have the same feeling towards a new band at 45 as opposed to when you first heard it at 15.

1

remember the first time I heard Discharge. My friend bought the "Why?" LP (based on the cover art). We rode our bikes to

his house fast as we could, slapped the LP on the turntable and upon hearing the first cacophony of notes of "Visions of

War" both of us were dumbstruck. There was NOTHING else like that at the time. It sounded scary, it sounded like they were

destroying their instruments, it was pure heaven. I don't think younger people and new bands are doing something futile.

They are creating THEIR moments of glory and this is all new to them. I totally back it, I want more bands to form, more kids

doing well organized DIY

gigs, records and bands.

It's important to me that

an alternative community

exists, not just in the

"punk rock" scene but in

metal, dark wave/goth..

whatever you want to call

it. I want to support

creativity to fight against

the manufactured crap

we have thrown at us

every day by the horrible

manufactured pop

musicians that clog up the

media and radio.

NLY: Agreed. To know the

next generation has a



chance to be exposed to something outside the "norm" and to know kids have a voice and a way to be heard is so

important. I know I would not be half the person I am today if I wasn't exposed to music, the community, and the ideas and

ideals it spoke of.

It's 2014. The world around us is a mess. Chem-trails, GMOs, a militarized police force
, a government more concerned with

corporate interests than the people they are supposed to serve, and so many issues that just seem to pile higher and higher.

What do you think are some of the most pressing issues facing us today both on a national level and a world level?

RM: Hard to simplify a big subject. But I guess I think the biggest issue is climate change as it affects the whole planet.

Anyone who denies that our planet is being damaged is either extremely ignorant or on some huge corporate polluters

payroll. Another concern I have is the sudden extremism I see. Individuals with extreme religious views - and I mean ANY

religion. Fanatics who kill Planned Partenthood doctors or suicide bombing overseas. I can't believe in 2014 people are still

fighting over some bullshit in a book, written by a man, claiming it's the word of some imaginary all powerful being.

Seriously?

NLY: It's not the "book" or the "word" I take issue

with, it's the fanatics that use it as a foundation for

hate and war. My mind is utterly blown by what

goes on in the name of "God" and religion in this day

and age.

What do you think needs to change to get things

"back on track"? Is it even possible?

RM: I don't think it will ever change. There's a sucker

born every minute and as long as there is someone

out there claiming to have all the answers, there will

always be ignorant and lazy people who want to be

told what to do and what to think. Chip away at an

individual's rights and civil liberties in small

increments and they won't notice or care. But take

away their cable TV, cell phones or if Facebook

makes a user interface change and the idiots lose

their fucking minds and complain to no end. The

only thing we can do is do our best to not fall into

those traps. Keep your eyes open, listen to each

other, communicate and share ideas, not try and

force them on each other and stay the fuck away

from toxic people. Leave them to rot in the shit they

create.

NLY: It's true, I talk to people about real world issues and I can see their eyes go blank as they look for a place to hide their

head in the sand, but touch their Facebook messenger and all hell breaks loose. The time is now for us to do something

before it's too late, but many times I look around me and wonder if that time hasn't already passed.

Growing up I got into punk/hardcore in middle school. As I discovered bands like MDC, Subhumans, Cro-Mags, and so many

others, I got an education like nothing I was force fed in school. My eyes were opened to so many things and it helped mold

the man I would and ultimately did become. So many of my ideals and world views that I hold today, I can trace back to my

first exposure, and so much of it was thru music. Do you think this is still possible today?

RM: Absolutely, it happens every day. Music and art has always been a gateway to knowledge. Those same bands you

mentioned helped gateway the views I have today. Definitely helped make me the person I am and everything I have and do

now is owed gratitude to the punk bands I grew up on.

NLY: What first drew you to punk music?



RM: I've always been a music

fanatic as a kid. But also was a

total misfit in my family. I grew up

a Catholic working class Mexican

kid. Most of my family were into

low riders and 70's soul music. I

was into Kiss, Alice Cooper, The

Beatles and Stones, and horror

movies.

I was always looking for new

music. I first got into new wave

bands like Police, Pretenders,

Boomtown Rats., then I saw "Rock

and Roll High School" at the

Cerritos Mall and I knew I liked

punk rock too. However, it wasn't

till I heard Black Flag for the first

time, then it was all over. I shaved

my head the next day., haven't

been right since. Hal! Punk and

real hardcore is as legit as the

blues. It's the people's music and

it connects direct with you if you speak its language. Just like any blues fan who will tell you what musician is "for real"., a

punk fan can do the same. We can smell it, this isn't just a genre of music you play., you feel it, you live it. That's not to say,

there isn't any phonies out there, those are in plentiful supply. But that's why some of the legendary bands are still known

and still selling records. They were real.

NLY: Do you think those same elements still exist today?

RM: Sure. But there is a lot of other avenues for kids who just don't fit in. Punk's been around for over 40 years now and in a

lot of places, it's accepted. Back in the 80s looking like a punk in Southern California made you a target. If it wasn't the cops

fucking with you, it was preppies, jocks or the stoners wanting to beat your ass. Nowadays in most places it's like "hey., look

at that guys green hair, cool!"., it used to be "Look at that faggot with the green hair., get him!!". Now, in most places punks

not such a threat to "normal folk". Now we have Juggalo's and Scene/Emo kids getting a lot of stick from people. Getting

bullied like I did back in 81. 1 can relate to em and that’s why I don't give them any shit. "Yeah man., but their music sucks" is

an argument that sounds very familiar to me back when I'd have to dodge garbage getting thrown at me while some jock

screamed "Punk Sucks. Devo sucks - you homo!!

I think it's important to keep things in perspective and not get too wrapped up in what this movement is and means to you

as an individual. People getting bent out of shape over some pop star wearing a Ramones shirt or some band's music being

used in a car commercial. Punk wasn't supposed to be holy word, it was about tearing down institutions and slaughtering

sacred cows. I chuckle every time I see someone whining on Facebook about that stuff. It's funny to see certain people with

clever shirts like "smash the state" or "eat the rich" printed on them. Then the crotchety old man in my head asks " Tell me

young rebel, have you ever had your ass kicked for liking punk rock? Ever had your nose busted open from going toe to toe

with nazis trying to infiltrate your scene? Ever been tear gassed and batoned by police cause you were protesting another

police murder?" Nowadays punk is its own establishment with a hierarchy of self-appointed leaders/gurus trying to tell you

what to think. Most of them with some agenda against some other group deemed 'sell outs'. They are no better than the

people they claim to be against. Just two faced hucksters selling a load of crap for personal gain. They say "think for

yourself' out of one mouth while saying "think like me or else" with the other. I guess what I'm trying to say is, don't look

I



at punk as some sort of religion. Create share and enjoy, but don't be an elitist prick about it. I didn't get involved in this

scene so I can deal with another group of assholes who act like the cops I despise. Man.. I hope that wasn't too off topic.

NLY: Not at all, I wish every question I asked got answered so in depth and with such examples. Some interviews are like

pulling teeth to get 2 sentences. What are the 5 albums that had the biggest impact on you either as individuals or a band?

RM: Only 5?? Damn. OK. I can only speak for myself, but here goes. In no particular order

1. BEATLES: Revolver- showed how adventurous music can be. Like it or not these guys broke TONS of barriers and shaped

the way we hear and make music now. Deal with it.

2. DISCHARGE : Why? - This is the ultimate UK hardcore record. Sure, "Hear Nothing, See Nothing" is classic too. But this

was the first thing I heard by them and it still sends chills down my spine when I listen to it.

3. MINOR THREAT E.P. - Pissed, fast loud and SMART. These guys proved you didn't have to be a wasted degenerate to

make great hardcore.

4. BLACK FLAG - Damaged LP - Still have yet to hear another hardcore record that compares to this. You got the foundations

for sludge, grunge, hardcore and speed metal all here.

5.

BLACK SABBATH: Paranoid - OK., now any of the first 5 LP's are great, but musically and lyrically the band created one of

the first heavy, anti-war, anti-establishment records. It's simple and to the point. Recorded mostly live on 8 track cheaply,

like it or not, laying the foundations for what punk/hardcore was to become.

NLY: That's a pretty heavy list!! Always nice to see people think outside the box as well. Looking back over your history as a

band, what one song above all

the others do you think really

defines what Final Conflict was all

about?

RM: I don't really know. Four

friends getting together to make

music? We never had any

expectations but to play a few

shows and maybe, if we were

lucky, release a record. Now it's

almost 29 years later. I'm 49 and

I'm still doing interviews about

the band. If anything, I would

hope that we inspired someone

to start their own band or follow

their passions. That's what we

did., all 4 of us LOVED music. We
still do. 3 of the Ashes to Ashes

lineup STILL regularly play music

in multiple projects besides Final

Conflict. We are very fortunate to

be who we are and fortunate that

there's a small group of people

who liked and still want to hear



what we do.

NLY: Any Final Conflict stories that stand out for you from over the years?

RM: Yes, but too many to choose from. I'll just say that by being members of this band, we've met so many GREAT people.

Friendships that started back in 1985 and continue to this day. It's the best thing that's come from being a part of Final

Conflict. I can never thank Jeff Harp enough for asking me to join the band.

NLY: My last question is actually one you guys asked over 25 years ago, but one I often think about when I look at the world

around me. What kind of future is our future??

RM: Well, maybe if the Kardashian's could die of cancer or the Dodgers would win the World Series, I could all be a little

more optimistic. Till then I think we just need to watch out for those we care about and try not to contribute to the

negativity that tries to grind you down.



How do I even write an intro for this interview? I'm not

some all-knowing persona who thinks he's going to

enlighten you all to this long lost undiscovered gem I

found. This is "Society's No Fuckin Use" or SNFU for

short. One of our northern neighbor's finest punk rock

exports. Formed in Edmonton, Canada over 30 years ago

by the Belke brothers (Brent and Marc) and Ken "Mr. Chi

Pig" Chinn. They have a huge recorded history from their

original LPs on BYO to their most recent release "Never

Trouble Trouble Until Trouble Troubles You". A band who

has somehow managed to keep it going amongst a

revolving door of members, personal demons, and other

challenges. I never managed to see them live back in the

day. The stars didn't align in my favor there but I don't

remember them coming back East much at all once I

started to go to shows. I finally got a chance to see them

at Punk Rock Bowling this year and I was not

disappointed. Chi is still quite the entertainer after all

these years and was kind enough to sit down and talk

with us for a while. So without further ado I present to

you, in all his glory, Mr. Chi Pig.

NLY: Chi thank you for taking the time to sit down with us. For starters I have to ask, SNFU has been around for over 30

years, how does it feel?

CHI: It feels surreal. This is all I've done with my adult life!

NLY: Wow, that's pretty crazy to think about. Do you have the same passion and energy for the music that you did back in

the 80s?

CHI: The passion is always there, but sadly the energy isn't there, that's just life....entropy . I've always been a risk taker in

life and been really hard on my body and mind. Sometimes it's hard to get up and do it, but the passion pushes me on stage.

NLY: You signed with a new label, and 6 months ago released your 10th full length "Never Trouble Trouble Until Trouble

Troubles You". How did you hook up with Cruzar Media? Are you happy with the relationship so far?

CHI: Well I've known Danny since

he was a kid, and later he

promoted concerts for us. In fact,

he did the last show I played with

Marc in 2005. So when Dan started

a label, it seemed like the right

place for us. They are more than a

label. They take care of everything

for us, flying in members from

Japan several times, renting vans,

making the merch, booking our

tours, and paying for rehearsal

spaces. He helps me with money

and taking me to the doctor. I'm

very happy with Dan. The record

business isn't what it was, we still
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haven't made back the

investment into the record. So

yeah, they take care of

everything for us. Sometimes

there are hiccups but overall it's

been a great relationship. We're

like family.

NLY: I have to say that's a nice

change from the norm. You

hear so many stories of bands

who get taken advantage of, it's

nice to hear the opposite for a

change. Punk Rock Bowling

2014 took place a couple weeks

ago in Las Vegas. You guys were

one of the highlights of the fest

and got a great response from

the crowd while you were

playing and afterwards back in

the tent. I personally met

people from across the US and

from Canada who specifically went to PRB because you guys were playing. What's it like to have that kind of effect on

people? What did you think of the fest (both your performance and the fest overall)?

CHI: It was an amazing experience. I was taken aback when the crowd was chanting "Chi Pig, Chi Pig". It's moments like that

that make all the bullshit worth it. It was so nice being with old friends. The Sterns have been a big part of our history, so it

was great for me and

Dave Bacon to be

playing that stage 30

years later.

NLY: The Sterns do

put on quite a fest!

(Although they do

need to help some

zine guys with photo

passes.... hint hint!!)

Punk Rock Bowling

was also the kick off

show for the first

SNFU US tour since

2001. You're on the

road right now,

how's it going? Any

highlights so far?

CHI: San Diego was

amazing, San Francisco was awesome. Playing with the Meatmen and killing it at the Gilman one more time. It's all been

good.
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NLY: That's great to hear and exactly what I would expect. People are excited to see you guys again!! When you and I spoke

in Vegas, you told me of the plan to do a full US tour, is this in the works? When will it happen? How long will this current

tour continue for?

CHI: We just finished in Seattle. Dan is working on the U.Stour now so nothing is set in stone as of yet, but we want to play

everywhere.

NLY: Any specific places you want to hit on the US tour? (Please say New Mexico!!)

CHI: Everywhere!!!!

NLY: OK I've got my fingers crossed ! ! Getting back to the new album, this is the first time you've recorded an album without

Marc Belke. Was it strange to be in the studio without him?

CHI: Not really, I mean we recorded "In the Meantime"

independently. Marc did the music in Toronto and I did my stuff

in Vancouver. Relationships change you know? Marc laid the

blueprint for our sound, so did Brent. This record was fun to

make and I'm looking forward to the next one.

NLY: As are we! "Never Trouble Trouble " definitely has the

classic SNFU vibe. From the first notes of "Voodoo Doll

Collector" to pissing in Morley's sink to the final notes of "No

Never" there's no doubt this is SNFU thru and thru. Are you

happy with how the album turned out? What are some of your

favorite tunes on here?

CHI: "Morley" is about a special friend, that's my favorite.

"Crude Crude City" is about my home town. I wasn't around for

the mixing. I would have liked more time on my vocals but all

and all I'm happy with the way it turned out.

NLY: What influences your lyrics? Are you more influenced by

major things in the world around us or by more personal

topics?

CHI: I write about personal things...my childhood, my friends. I

stumble upon universal topics like heartbreak and being an

outsider. Being a minority and homosexual teaches you a lot

about being an outsider. So I get a lot of people thanking me for

relating those feelings.

NLY: I'd imagine that's the greatest compliment for any

songwriter. A few years ago the documentary "Open Your

Mouth and Say..Chi Pig" was released. Not only did it cover

your happy moments and darkest days but it featured a "Who’s

Who" of punk rock over the years, all speaking about the

important roll SNFU played to them, their bands, and "the

scene". Did you watch it? What are your thoughts about it? Was it strange having your life as an open book on the big

screen?

CHI: I was actually at the premiere in Vancouver and it's rare in life for someone to have the opportunity to heckle yourself.

Haha! My life is my life. It's strange sometimes when I watch it but, I'm happy I did it. Sean did a great job and it gave me

some perspective.

NLY: You're touring and recording. You've put out your first new album in almost a decade. What's next for SNFU? Are there

still things you would like to accomplish with the band that you haven't? Places you want to go and play? Things still left to

do?



CHI: I want to make more records and play

everywhere. That's all I've ever wanted to do.

NLY: Riddle me this Why are all of your

album titles 7 words??? This is one I've wanted

to ask for you for years!

!

CHI: Haha well, I could tell you it was a well

planned thing but it wasn't. We didn't have a

title for the first album, so we used that line

from "Broken Toy". The second album I got

from a fortune cookie and we noticed it had

seven words as well. So after that we decided

to stick with it.

NLY: Finally the mystery is solved! With SNFU

back full time, at least for now, is DNFU on the

back burner or can we expect acoustic Chi to

show up from time to time? Any plans to

record?

CHI: Yes Danny and I already recorded 5 songs

and plan to release a full length later next year.

We just did an acoustic tour in March. We have

talked about doing some touring with Kevin

Seconds and Dave Smalley in between SNFU

tours and recording. It looks like I might be

going to Costa Rica for some DNFU. Also we've

been invited to the Bay Area so that's full time as

well.

NLY: Very cool, sounds like you are going to be one

busy guy. Have you come across any bands on your

recent tour that you've really liked?

CHI: Indeed, La Gachette from Montreal, My New

Vice from Portland, Nihilist Cunt from SF. Wow, so

many good bands we got to play with.

NLY: Having been around for as long as you have

and seeing things change over the years, how do

you view "the scene" as it is today? I know I often

look back and speak of "back in the day", and of

the glory and passion of the old days. Is it like that

for you?

CHI: Not really. I've seen 5 or so generations of

SNFU fans now. The passion is fresh and new and

the old timers always seem to come back. I don't

care about "scenes" I care about art.

NLY: I always remember reading interviews and

you having crazy stories of meeting some amazing

people in some crazy situations. Have a new one to

lay on us? Or a favorite from the old days?



CHI: Well opening up for

Supertramp was weird. Meeting my

heroes like Devo and The Dammed

was amazing. I just had an insane

night hanging with the Lagwagon

guys hahaha. I stole Little Joe's

wife's dress hahaha.

NLY: Never a dull moment with you

around ! ! ! What is something you

wish you could have accomplished

with the band way back that you

never could or never got around to?

CHI: Getting banned from Saturday

Night Live like Fear or The

Replacements would have been

cool.

NLY: That Fear episode is

legendary! ! I didn't know about The

Replacements getting banned too

but I guess that shouldn't come as a

surprise. What does the future hold

for Chi Pig?

CHI: More shows, more music, more

art. More time with my beautiful

friends. That's what!

NLY: Sounds perfect! Thanks for taking the time to do this. I know life's hectic on the road. Any final thoughts??

CHI: You don't know fashion !!!!! Thank you.



Agression "S/t" LP (Mystic)

2nd studio LP from these Oxnard skate punks. Almost seems wrong writing a review 30 years after it came

out. This appears to be left over vinyl repackaged in a "Limited edition" sleeve with different artwork. This

was their first studio LP on Mystic and not easy to find these days. Worth hunting down if you don't have

it. Picks up where "Don't Be Mistaken" left off with tracks like Rich Kids and Dear John Letter while

throwing some now classics like Salty Leather, I'm Alive, and Go To War into the mix. Plus the

instrumental Guillotine will have you slamming around the stereo.

Tim Barry “Lost & Rootless” LP (Chunksaah)
One time front man for Avail has been cranking out his own LPs for some time now. Yes they are acoustic

folk tunes but that does not make them ANY less powerful. That same lyrical genius and power of Avail

comes thru here again on Tim's latest. From a remake of "No News From North" off his 2005 Demo, the

homage to "Scuffletown" on "The James" to new tunes like the title track and "Knowing Such Things",

Tim reminds us where he's from with his semi-autobiographical tales and homage to the folk punks of

yesteryear. Don’t let your image keep you from checking this one out.

Blood Stands Still “Uprising” 12” (Irish Voodoo)
Blood Stands Still are a California band with a VERY heavy east coast influence. Put out by Irish Voodoo

Records who never skimp on packaging, this is a 1 -sided 12" with a silk screened B side on multiple color

vinyl. Very Death Before Dishonor meets Hatebreed with tight musicianship and hate fueled lyrics.

Breakdowns and sing-alongs fill the stand outs "Take What's Mine" and “Uprising”. Short but sweet is the

rule of the day on this one. Normally I might complain about not getting 2 sides worth but this is way

better than just a 7” any day!!

Brain Slug “Creep/Annihilate Me” 7” (Failure)

These guys would have fit in very well in NY circa the early 90's ABC No Rio scene. Part Boston HC, part

Rorschach, part Discharge, put it in a blender and you've got Brain Slug. 2 originals mastered by the man,

Don Fury, and a cover of Christian Deaths "Spiritual Cramp" rounds out this 7". Originally released as a

demo but saved from obscurity by Failure. This is the first I’ve heard of these guys and definitely want to

check out more. The 7" is super limited in the 300 copy range so if you want it grab it fast. I'll be keeping

an eye on these guys in the future.

I



WJASSS Broken Bones “Dead and Gone” 12” (FOAD)
4 song 12" of new material from Bones and the boys. This also happens to be the current Discharge line

up as well. The opening song "Tread On Me" reminds me of The Exploited's Death Before Dishonour LP

recorded with modern equipment and a way more polished sound. 2 more new songs in a similar vein

round this out and head into the remake of their classic City Fodder. One sided 12" and pricey as it's an

import. Not the most vital release from this band but nice to see some new stuff from these old timers.

Circle Jerks “Live at House of Blues” 2xLP (Kung Fu)
Having had a chance to see the Circle Jerks live a few times starting in 1987 thru the CBGBs reunion

shows in the mid 90’s, there was always one constant with this band. ...they were great every time. Tight,

energetic and a million miles an hour. I even saw Keith play with a broken leg once and he was too insane

to stay still. Fast forward to 2005 and the Jerks playing the House of Blues in Anaheim. This double LP

features career spanning tracks like "All Wound Up", "Wild in The Street" "Operation" and "Red Tape".

Plus covers of "Solitary Confinement" & Nervous Breakdown. Maybe I'm just stuck in the past but I would

still love to see these guys make amends and play together again. Hey a guy can dream!

Dogchains “Give/Take” 7” (Straight & Alert)

Edge Core from Germany. Heavy, well produced music coupled with some stereotypical topics like

backstabbing and looking out for your friends. Yet not all of the lyrics are generic posi-core. Check out the

tune "Sun" to see what I mean. Honestly this isn't a bad record at all, just not super groundbreaking. If you

like pile-ons and mosh parts a la Boston early 2000s this may just be the record for you.

Forced Order “Eternal War” 7” (Mass Movement)
Angry, pissed off, stabbed in the back lyrics from this SoCal band featuring members of Soul Search,

Disgrace and Twitching Tongues. This is a vinyl release of their 4 song demo with 4 other songs added.

An 8 song 7” might give you an idea of what this record Is packin. Musically it's on the heavier side of

things with some metal influence shining thru. The title track really reminded me of Liberty & Justice era

AF! For those who dig the heavier side of NYHC, Integrity, and Sworn Enemy. Look for a new 7” out now
on Revelation as well.
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-»*-? 411 “The Side You Cannot See” LP (Workshed)
Dan O'Mahony's post NFAA project with another who's who of OCHC lineup. I've seen this called "post

hardcore" but I think these guys were more than that. Though short lived, they left their mark on the scene

at the time with a 7", an LP, and some killer comp tracks. Everything is remastered and collected here

together. As always, on top of killer musicianship, you get the insightful lyrical stylings of Dan O.,

covering a wide range of topics both personal to those that affect us all. Even includes 2 great cover

songs “Mad at Myself” (Government Issue) and “State Violence, State Control” (Discharge). Limited

edition orange vinyl for the sweaty collector nerds too!

Fugazi “First Demo” LP (Dischord)
Released for the first time, this is the early days of the band. After only playing a handful of shows they

went into the studio for the first time and this was the result. A rare opportunity to hear those early

versions of songs you've known for years. A little more raw or less polished but still excellent and in some

cases I might even say better versions. Includes "In Defense of Humans" that was released on the "State

of the Union" Compilation LP. The LP even comes with a set of Fugazi postcards (yes postcards!!) I’m

loving these "From the Vault" Dischord releases of late and can only hope more great stuff like this will

see the light of day soon. Takes me back to some very exciting times musically.

(Video Disease)
Living in the Southwest, I constantly hear about the musical Mecca that is Austin, Texas. The thing I don't

hear is a lot of hardcore bands coming out of there. Then there's Glue. I read about their demo online but

never came across a copy until I checked it out on YouTube. Kind of caught me off guard. Good stuff. Well

this 7" picks up where the demo ended. Quality, early USHC with growled vocals. Could easily have been a

release in 1984 from a Midwest band or on the first Maximum RockNRoll comp. Good stuff!

Laser "Place on Earth" 7" (FDR)
Very late 80s/early 90s Burn influenced NYHC with good production and competent musicianship. I can't

help but think that if the New Breed comp came out today these guys would be one of the stars. A 5 song

7" where 4 of the tracks clock in under 2 minutes. Well worth checking out. Maybe I'm a bit out of the

NYHC loop being 2200 miles away now but I have to say these guys should be bigger than they are.



No Mercy “Widespread Bloodshed...” LP (Suicidal)

No Mercy first became a household name when Mike Muir's new label Suicidal Records released

“Welcome to Venice” and showed the world what Dogtown had to offer. This is a reissue of their one and

only LP, which was originally released in 1987. Featuring Mike Muir on vocals and Mike Clark on guitar

(both of Suicidal). Kind of a placeholder between Join the Army and How Will I LaughTomorrow in the

style department. Venice is a very distinct sound and No Mercy knows where they come from. The brutal

80's thrash attack of “I'm Your Nightmare” and “Controlled By Hatred” will have you flipping up your brim,

buttoning your top button and joining the army!! This one sold out instantly and I haven't heard if it will be

repressed yet. Also Mike Clark has a new band called Waking the Dead, which is a continuation of No

Mercy, so look out!

0*
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mh NYC Mayhem “For Real!” LP (Radio Raheem)
The mid 80s were a crazy time in NYHC. AF was in their "Crossover" phase and sharing the Sunday

matinee stage with Crumbsuckers and Nuclear Assault. Shows were a mix of long hairs, mohawks and no

hairs and thrash was in the air. Out of that crowd came NYC Mayhem. This LP contains their 2 demo tapes

and the unreleased 7". Pre-Straight Ahead, for those of you who didn't know. Featuring Tommy Carroll on

drums AND vocals and Craig Setari on bass (YES the same red bass!). Way more metal than Straight

Ahead and even has an early version of We Stand! Important part of NYHC history and if crossover or

thrash are regularly used in your vocabulary then this is a must. Comes with a killer 12 page booklet too.

Violent Noise at Extreme Speed!!!!

P.F. Commando “Rough Sound” 7” (Ugly Pop)
PF Commando was a Swedish band who cranked out some mayhem. They sound like a cross of DOA
mixed with the Oi/Street Punk that was coming out of the UK at the time. This was rescued from utter

obscurity from Ugly Pop and I am glad I stumbled on it. I’m sure plenty of die-hard collectors knew this

one but I know I didn’t. If you don’t and you like that sound, get on this before it disappears again.

Pillage “S/t” 7” (RS Records)
Reissue of their 2013 10 song demo on vinyl. Featuring members of Ruination, MK Ultra, Charles Bronson.

Los Crudos and a host of others. A great blend of hardcore and power violence that gives this 7" a very

early 80s Midwest feel. If Dropdead and Infest are in your regular rotation, this might be for you.

I



Raw Justice “Artificial Peace” 7” (Straight & Alert)
French HxC in the vein of Floorpunch and Rival Mob. Angry, refusing to get old and well produced. The

more I listen to this the more a really strong Boston vibe hits me. "Mad at This World" and "Artificial

Peace" even had me singing along. If you dig the World War 4 demo I reviewed below as well as some 90's

youth crew, Raw Justice is for you.

Sick Of It All “Last Act of Defiance” LP (Century Media)
Hard to believe this is their 10th studio album. I still remember buying the first 7" when it came out. This

album is classic SOIA from the opening notes of "Sound the Alarm" to the DNC chant of "I'll always be a

threat, to an unjust government!!!" The rage and energy you have come to know from SOIA with some of

their best lyrics and heavy subject matter. Words to live by from a band still at it after 28+ years, still

walking the road less traveled.

World War 4 “Demo 2” Tape (Self Released)
OK seriously how does this fucking band not have a proper release? Made up of members of Floorpunch,

Rival Mob, Boston Strangler and more. I will admit that opening this up and unfolding the insert took me
back to going to shows in the 80s and all the classic demos of the day. This band is too good not to have

vinyl out. From the opening notes of War-tro into Movin On all the way thru to WW4/March this demo rips

from start to finish. Porter and Company are furious at friendships gone wrong and the breakdown of

society and they are here to let you know about it. Think Outburst, think Rival Mob, on second thought

don't think, just do!! I don't know if this had much distro outside of their shows so if you see it snag it. I’d

do their record in a heartbeat!!!

YDI “A Place In The Sun” 7” (TKO)
Originally released in 1983 and finally given a proper reissue from the folks at TKO. YDI was one of Philly’s

finest. I still think they never got the credit they deserved getting lost in the Tri-State shuffle amongst the

NYHC crowd and all that was happening in Jersey at the time. This record could easily fall into any

collection amongst the greats of its time and I’m talking Negative Approach, SSD, and so many others of

that era. A brutal assault from start to finish and when you’re done all you can do is play it again. Hats off

to TKO for stepping up and making this happen!

I



The Loud Ones originally formed on the East Coast in the

early 80's. After a couple of short lived attempts, the band

broke up and went their separate ways. They did manage

to record a demo that made its way down the coast

amongst skaters and tape traders.

Fast Forward to 2012 and the band reforms and has been

at it ever since. They released their first full length on Beer

City and have been playing tons of shows since.

Some of the guys took the time to do an interview with us

over email. This is the result. What the Alva team was to

skating in the 80s, The Loud Ones are to music today. Loud

Fast Rules!
!

(All pics provided by the band)

NLY: Thanks for doing this interview guys. Let's start with

some history...When did you guys originally form? Flow'd

you meet? Who was in the band then?

Fred: We were kids from Dighton, MA. We played in a

band called Flat Broke from 79-81 then started Loud Ones.

It was Thompson on guitar, Murph on vocals, Rick on

drums and me on bass.

NLY: Flow did you get them name The Loud Ones??

Fred: The public named us the Loud Ones. Notorious!

NLY: Indeed you did become quite notorious down the East Coast!! You recorded a demo back in the mid-80s that made the

rounds amongst tape traders (I know because I grew up on the east coast and I wound up with a copy) Do you know how

many you originally made? Why did it never get released back then?

Fred: We made 12 copies. Wasn't necessary to make more. It got around.

NLY: What were some of your favorite spots to hit up back in the day?

Metal Man: Centrifical Force

Fred: Middletown, Rl Rick's ramp, Centrifical Force, Skate Flut, City Flospital in Boston was amazing, my ramp in my yard.

Metal Man: No. We played some local

shows at skull manor and around town.

Fred: We cancelled more shows than we

played.

NLY: When did you break up? Had the

band run its course or was there a

different reason behind the split?

Fred: 83. We all went down different

avenues. Booze

NLY: Young wild and free right? Fred...

Were you skating professionally at that

time? For who?

Fred: I didn't get sponsored by Alva til

later.

Boog: Water Brothers ramp on the beach, Skate Hut

NLY: Did either of the original line ups ever tour?



NLY: Fast forward to 2012 The Loud Ones

get back together. How many original members

were in the reunion? What brought you guys

back together? Is there a reason why some of

the other guys didn't get involved?

Metal Man: I was 2nd wave drummer, now 3rd

wave guitar. Fred called me a year earlier and

asked if I wanted to play again.

Fred: Murph lives in Florida, Rick's a drum

teacher & Thompson is an internet mogul. Ha

Ha. An outside force brought us back.

NLY: You recently released your first full length

on Beer City Records. How did you guys hook

up? Are you happy so far?

Boog: We played a parking block contest in

Boston run by 1031 and Landshark. Kristian

Svitak runs 1031 and Landshark with Mike Beer

from Beer City. Basically, I just asked Mike if he wanted to put out the record. He said yes. Happy? Is anybody really happy?

NLY: Bobby Brown did your cover art. (and the art for issue 2 as well as the 7" comp that came with it) How did that come to

be?

Boog: Saw Bobby's art on

NLY: I'm a huge

Pushead fan, maybe

that's why I was drawn

to Bobby too. He is

doing some deck art for

us as well. Love his

stuff. The vinyl version

of "Time to Skate" was

released on Record

Store Day. Why was

there such a gap

between the cd release

and the Ip? With vinyl

being the preferred

format these days, why

make the LP only

available for this one

day event?

Dknow: Yes it was. The

CD has a lot of bonus

tracks. The original

1983 demo, the 1985

demo, and some live

stuff as well as the 15

newly recorded tracks.

Instagram and dug it. Reminded us of Pushead. Classic skate rock art.



BEER CITY RECORDS & SKATEBOARDS
PRESENTS

MCRAD

LOUD ONES

HUGE

100 AND ZERO

Boog: We knew the

LP was coming out on

RSD, but wanted the

CD out earlier to have

something to sell at

shows. Get the shit

out there. The LP is

limited to 1000

copies. You can buy it

at your local record

store on RSD, but if

there's some left, you

can buy it from us or

Beer City after RSD.

Not just available on

RSD. Never going

away. Here to stay.

NLY: We carry it in

our distro too. Gotta

support Skate Rock

any way we can!! You

guys have been

playing some shows

up and down the east

coast lately. Are these

just weekend dates?

Any plans to hit the

road?

Fred: We play the

shows we want. We
are the road.

Boog: We played a bunch of skate park record release shows that were all filmed for a movie on us coming out. We play

where and when we want. We get offers all the time. Just has to be the right shows.

NLY: Who have you been playing with? Any bands that stand out?

Metal Man: Neutral Nation, Empty Vessels

DKnow: White Dynomite, Benny Sizzler

Boog: FU'S, lOOandZerO

Michael: Cheech, White Dynomite, Empty Vessels

Fred: Transfats, Cheech, Huge

NLY: Who in the band still skates?

Boog: We all do!!!!

NLY: That's awesome. I keep hearing more and more bands telling me about them all skating together, I love it! What's up

next for The Loud Ones? More shows? Any future recording plans?

Fred : We'll do what we want, Fuck you.

DKnow : Write new songs

Michael : New record

LOUP ONES
RECORD RELEASE SHOW # 6
SATURDAY MARCH 1 ST
THE GRAND VICTORY

BROOKLYN



Boog

:

New

record, play

when we

want.

Skate.

We're

officially,

unofficially

the house

band for

Skeleton

Key MFG.

Best in the

land.

NLY:

Awesome

guys thanks

for

spending

some time

with us!
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For anyone with an interest in skating and hardcore, BL'AST! should be a household name. Formed in Santa Cruz in 1982,

they released 3 albums throughout the 80s then faded in the early 90s as members became involved in other projects.

Things got rolling again in 2001 with some west coast shows and talk of new material but nothing ever came to fruition.

Then in 2013 Southern Lord releases Blood!, a powerful, unheard version of It's In My Blood, produced by Dave Grohl

and BL'AST! returns. This is quickly followed by a triple LP version of their first album appropriately titled "Expression of

Power" and the tour dates begin. I was lucky to talk to guitarist Mike Neider recently and he gave us some more insight to

NLY: I don't even know what to say, it's 2014 and I'm

interviewing BL'AST...Welcome Back! Tell us about getting

back together and how it happened.

MN: I had worked with Greg at Southern Lord doing his

merch and he always has been into BL'AST! He asked if

there was any BL'AST! tapes lurking and we had the Blood!

tape sitting in Bill's storage. So I sent it to him and he dialed

it up. Then Cliff had bumped into Nick and Nick into Joey

and here we are. Unbelievable and we're hyped about it.

NLY: I think I speak for a lot of people when I say "thank

you Greg!!!!" Originally, I believe, you were just going to

play a couple California shows. I was considering flying out

to see one but couldn't pull it off due to work. When did

you decide to come back full time?

MN: Cliff and I always have been in touch, we just didn't do

BL'AST! for some years. Once Greg Anderson and Dave

Grohl got involved and pretty much made it to the point of

"what the fuck you guys doing? Get off your ass and start

playing like you should." Haha.... Not verbally but it felt like

that. So we did and we want to and we are digging it!

NLY: Sometimes it takes someone else to light the fire

under your ass and get you moving. How did Joey and Nick come to be the new members? Is this permanent or are they just

doing the current tours? If they are, how will their other commitments affect BL'AST! in the future?

MN: Cliff works at a club and Nick played and told him what is happening with BL'AST! and he was down. Then Nick bumped

into Joey at a Danzig gig and Joey was down. We all got together to deliver the goods and it was amazing! Soundzzz killa ! ! M

!

It just made a lot of sense to each of us and it works amazing as we are all wanting to blast heads. They are both 100% and

we schedule around all of our schedules so we can all play in other bands if we want. It's an open relationship. Haha But

if BL'AST! were to get booked up we would all deliver!!!!!

NLY: So far you have done two of the best looking reissues in recent years with Southern Lord. You knew Dave Grohl from

his days in Scream but how did it come to be that he was involved with the reissue of "Blood!"? Did he have anything to do

with the "Expression of Power" reissue at all?

MN: No he did not as we do not have those tapes. Greg is friends with Dave as well and sent the tapes too him to see if they

were worth a shit. Dave had heard what was up and wanted to be a part of it as cool as hell as he is.

NLY: It's great to see him still involved on this level even after all of his success. Dave did a killer job on Blood ! Are you happy

with how the 2 reissues turned out?

MN: Totally!! Everyone did a top notch job and treated it with the utmost respect and it shows. When we were at 606 Studio

that Dave owns, we were treated about the best we have ever been. It was amazing!

I



NLY: That studio looks incredible too! I've read that the

masters for your third LP "Take the Manic Ride" are

missing. Will any kind of reissue be possible or is it just

wishful thinking for the Trifecta at this point?

MN: Ya, big bummer on that. We wish that could happen

and everyone really wanted that to happen as that record

should have most of all. But unfortunately they are MIA.

NLY: Maybe one day the tapes will surface. I would love to

hear different versions of some of those tunes. Is there

anything left in the vaults or has everything been busted

out at this point?

MN: There is but we are looking forward now and have an

amazing record to put out that we are looking forward to.

NLY: Amazing record you say?? Is it recorded? Do you have

any solid release plans? Will it be on Southern Lord?

MN: Yes, we are in the process of finalizing the details and

hope to release it in 2015 for sure. We also have some

amazing splits coming out that will be amazing and we are

stoked about.

NLY: This is going to be on a lot of people's radar next year.

I'm so ready for this one! Amazing splits? Tell me more..

MN: Unreal! The splits will be heavy I III! We have to wait

to confirm before we let it out.

NLY: Wow, there you have it, a bunch of new BL'AST in

2015!!!! Bring on the New Year!

Back in the day, how did you come to work with SST? Were

you happy with the relationship? What kept them from

keeping the BL’AST LPs in print?

MN: They still do them as far as I know. In the end of the 80's they went through some internal changes and problems

occurred that they had to deal

with. So we were in the back seat

and it kind of dissolved into what it

is now. We had been to a zillion

Black Flag shows so we kinda knew

them from that. Then Chuck

started going to the BL'AST gigs

and amazingly signed us on SST. A

huge honor!!!

NLY: A huge honor indeed but

_ BL’AST held its own during a time

of some strong and varied bands

on the label as well. After that

experience, what's it like being on

Southern Lord compared to SST?

MN: Different times of course. But

oddly, in a sense, real close. We
are friends with both and always

raged when we see each other.

NLY: Very cool that things are still

so strong after all this time. Tell us

about some of your new songs and

what they're about or what topics

they hit on.

I



MN: Cliff writes the Lyrics. But we are not looking

to change our band. We are continuing what we
do. Chicks still fucking with our heads and still

surfing and skating to destroy It's always time

hahaha Just kidding!

NLY: Kidding nothing, it's always time to skate and

destroy here (can't surf I live in the freakin desert!).

On that note, who still surfs and skates? Favorite

spots?

MN: Cliff surfs mostly, and I skate, as the rest do

more of the cruising. Favorite spots are where

there is water and concrete and wood structures.

Ha It's all good., make the best out of what you

see.

NLY: Yeah I miss that old school mentality. So many

kids today are spoiled with public parks they forget

that anything can be skated if you put your mind to

it (Insert jaded old guy comment here! !) You guys

recently toured Europe, how did that go?

MN: Super great, man ! We finally made it there

and everyone was very down and supportive and

fun!

NLY: As they should be. They did wait 30 years for

you to make it there. I can't imagine how stoked

they were!!

Your recent East Coast tour was cancelled due to

health problems, what happened? Can our EC

friends expect to see you back soon?

MN: For sure, we are looking forward to it. We

I

always had great shows

out there and it's been

too long. We regret

bummed but we will be

back swinging.

NLY: I imagine it is never

fun having to cancel

shows especially when it

comes down to

someone's health. How
long will this current US

tour be going on for?

Where will you be going?

Any highlights so far?

MN: I believe it is about

18 gigs or so. Playing with

Joey, Nick and Cliff!

Highlights?? Pfffff Haha

endless! It's a constant

show that never ends.

Great times!

NLY: You've played with a

bunch of bands since



getting back together. Any of them stand out?

MN: One of our favorite bands we will be doing a

split with.

NLY: Damn it Mike that's such a tease!!!

I hadn't seen you guys since you played at The

Anthrax in CT in 1989. 1 was stoked to see you

again. How has the crowd been at your shows? Is

it older fans coming back, new kids just

discovering you or a good mix?

MN: A good mix really, we appreciate both. Man,

sometimes when you're in the groove of your

schedule it's difficult to break away and see the

bands you dig but it happens and folks are rad for

doing so.

NLY: Yeah life does get in the way of living

sometimes. At the same time, you have to get out

and do the things you want so they don't pass you

by. We get so few shows here that anything

worth seeing I'm going to, or I may never get the

chance here again.

What was your relationship with Santa Cruz

skateboards back in the day?

MN: I began working for them when I was 17 or

18. 1 continued working there for 18 years then

went to S.F. and worked for all them dudes.

Skateboarding is a huge part of my life.

NLY: I bet you have some great stories from being

involved so far back. But that is another interview

entirely! ! ! Speaking of skateboards, you guys did a

"Take the Manic Ride" deck for Big Mess

Skateboards a while back.

Was that a one off thing or

can we expect another deck

from you guys in the future?

MN: You will see many more

BL'AST decks as it is in the

works now.

NLY: Hell yeah! Who is going

to be doing them?

MN: We will let you know as

we are kinda working out

details.

NLY: Ok I will keep my eyes

open in the meantime!!!

Thanks for taking the time to

do the interview. Any final

comments?

MN: Thanks for asking

Thanks again to Mike for

taking the time to do the

interview. Get ready for new

BL'AST in 2015!!!!!!!!!
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GOSSIP, RUMORS, & FUCKING LIES OR JUST THE

NEWS SECTION
This issue's news kicks off with some bangers. The biggest news is that after the hugely successful Skate Rock Reunion

Volume 1, Dean and the Blue Tile Lounge crew are hard at work on Volume Two! That's right another all day skate rock fest

in downtown Las Vegas. Look for the usual cast of characters to be involved as well as a few surprises. Last year was a skate

rock fans dream if you saw issue 2 of this very zine, and all I can say is this year will be bigger and better. I'll post updates on

Instagram and in the next issue as I get final details. Atomic Action out of Rhode Island will be doing a reissue of the Rain Like

the Sound of Trains 7"s on 12". It will also include their original demo as well. No release date yet but keep your eyes open

for this one. Also coming in February on Atomic Action is the Sweet Jesus LP. Recorded with J. Robbins this LP will rock you

DC fans to your core. Check em out at atomicactionrecords.bandcamp.com. H20 are working on their first new studio album

since 2008's "Nothing to Prove". For a band who's been around 20 years they haven't overdone it with records. A welcomed

2015 release for sure! Tankcrimes will be issuing all of Final Conflict's 7" catalog on an LP. This will include all the Pushead

stuff and I for one hope, some Pushead art as well. BL'AST! has been writing a ton of new material and according to Mike

Neider, they will be issuing a series of what he called "amazing split LPs". No word yet on who they will be with but the B

side could be blank as long as we get some new BL'AST! Four Walls Falling's "Burn It" 7" will be reissued in 2015 with some

cleaned up art work. That's a band whose whole catalog needs to be reissued properly, let's hope it happens. This year's

lineup for Punk Rock Bowling has been announced. Kinda weak compared to past years but some stand outs of the main

shows include Rancid, Sick of it All, The Refused, The Business, TSOL, Conflict, and more. The night shows haven't be

announced yet, and in my opinion usually kill the day shows, so we will see what they have planned. In issue one, we talked

about Eddie from Leeway trying to get the rights back to their back catalog. Well, it must have worked because Marquee

Records out of Brazil is reissuing Born to Expire and Desperate Measures soon. I'm hearing the CD reissues come with bonus

live tracks. I haven't heard anything about what will be on the vinyl yet, so I will keep you posted when I get some more info

on this. December brought some reunion shows to the East Coast. Soulside played a few shows in NY and DC. Moss Icon

joined them in DC as well as "unannounced" guests Swiz. I only wish I could have gone back East to see what were definitely

some of the best shows of the year. Speaking of Swiz, Jade Tree is back in full swing and has a Swiz box set in the works.

They are staying tight lipped about the details but this is gonna be huge!!! The Faction's "Kids Are the Future" will be used by

Mitsubishi for a commercial during this year's Super Bowl. Say what you will, but I would much rather hear good music on TV

any day. Now Coca-Cola just needs to pay attention and use "Let's Go Get Cokes" and TV will be a much better place to visit!

Speaking of The Faction, they have a new live release in the works from Cab's 50
th
Birthday Bash. No word on the format yet

but it should be announced soon. NYHC fans, there's a bunch of news for you this issue. Altercation will be reuniting to play

a book release show for Tony Rettman's NYHC book. March 1
st
at the Grand Victory in Brooklyn is the date for that one. The

first printings of NYHC are sold out thru the publisher but second prints will be back in stock soon. Agnostic Front is hard at

work on their new record titled "The American Dream Died". Look for it later this year on Nuclear Blast. This year's Black N

Blue Bowl is looking to be the best yet. 3 rounds of announcements so far have included the likes of Madball, Rival Mob,

Fury of V, Crumbsuckers, Heavy Chains, Mizery, Sick of it All, Wisdom in Chains and a ton of other great bands. Dave Smalley

will be doing a set comprised of Dag Nasty, All & Down By Law songs as well. The 2 day fest is scheduled for May 16-17 at

Webster Hall in NYC. Supertouch has a new LP in the works for Triple-B records, who are putting out some bangers lately. If

you haven't checked out the label yet, get on that www.Triple-brecords.com . We are hard at work on some unannounced

reissue projects here at NLY as well as all we already had planned for this coming year. Look for McRad's "Lion Pure" 2xLP to

drop in April followed by The Faction "Pegged for Live" recorded at CBGBs in 1985. Other titles coming out from us include

Odd Man Out LP, Clay Wheels LP, Against The Wall Discography LP, Enuf 7", COUNTERATTACK! 7", Kingface live LP, RS2 Solid

Sound 7", Cross Me Demo 7", Weot Skam 7" and a few others. That's about all the time we have this issue so keep that info

coming and we will keep announcing it here



eouuEecoie's eotsn&B
This is my current list of "must finds" when it comes to record collecting but there are tons more. I'm always finding new

bands I missed last month or 30 years ago. I'm not a completest by any means. The only band I collect every version of every

record by is Underdog and I'm only missing some test presses now (so if you can help me with those PLEASE get in touch).

You won't see Legacy on pink or 12 different colors of a Rev 7" here. Nothing against that, but that's not how I collect

anymore. This is the music that has been my life force for about %'s of my life. It's kept me alive, kept me sane and kept me

motivated for about that long as well.

If you have something on my list to sell please get in touch. I have some used stuff in the distro section of the website I'm

willing to trade, as well as any newer titles. Also, I have access to comics and toys too. So if you're in that game, let me know

what you are searching for and I'll see what I can do. The only toys I would be looking for would be Pushead figures.

Abused Loud and Clear 7" Agent Orange Your Mother 7" Articles of Faith Wait 7"Avengers We are the One 7" Bad Posture

C/S LP Burnt MPEP 7" Circle Jerks Spin Radio 2xLP Cro-Mags Bootlegs Cyanamid Stop The World 7" Glenn Danzig Who

Killed Marilyn 7" Dils 198 Seconds of 7" Exit Condition Reverse 7" Feederz Jesus 7" Feederz Teachers in Space LP Gang

Green Drunk & Disorderly 10" Gang Green We'll Give It To You 12" Hot Water Music Push For Coin 7" Iron Cross Skinhead

Glory 7" Jerrys Kids Is This My World LP Leeway Desperate Measures LP Lunchmeat/Mission Impossible Getting Shit for

Growing Up Split 7" Madball Set It Off LP Madball Look My Way LP Mass Appeal/No Means No Split 7" Maus Anything (Ex

Mass Appeal) Minor Threat Cashin In LP Minor Threat Out Of Step LP 1
st
Press Misfits Cough/Cool 7" Misfits Walk Among Us

1
st
Press Pink Sleeve LP Negative Approach Tied Down LP Neos End All Discrimination 7" Part 1 Funeral Parade 7" Rain 12"

Shudder to Think It Was Arson 7" Soulside Live at the 9:30 Club 7" SSD The Kids Will Have LP Subhumans Death to The

Sickoids 7" Suicidal Tendencies Live or Demo LPs TCO (The Corrupted Ones) 7" Turning Point Live on WNYU Underdog ANY

Test Pressings (not Bridge 9) V/A Growing Pains Tape V/A Make It Work 7" V/A Connecticut Fun LP V/A The Not So Lucky

Country LP YDI Black Dust LP YDI A Place In The Sun 7"



ON THE STREET? HE RIDES, IN THE RAMPS HE EUES

WITHOUT THIS DREAM OF FREEDOM
HE DOESN'T CARE IF HE DIES

WE RE IN THE STREETS, WE RE IN THE RAMPS

CREATING OUR DREAMS
WE RE THE WILD RIDERS OF ROARDS

WE LIVE TO SKATE, WE SKATE TO LIVE

AN OPEN STREETWHICH HAVE NO END
WE SKATE IT HARD, HARDAND FAST

WE WON'T LET IT DIE, LET'S SKATE FOREVER

WE WRITE WITH RLOOD, SKATE AND DESTROY

WE ALL LIVE FAST, FASTAND HARD
THAT'S OUR WAY, NOT LIKE THE CROWD
NO, PROUDAND FASTWE SKATE TO LIVE

WE RE WILDANDWE DO NOTWANT IT TO DIE

CREATING OUR DREAMSWE RE THE...

WILD, WILD, WILD RIDERS OF ROARDS
WILD, WILD, WILD RIDERS OF ROARDS

WE GOT OUR ROARD, WE GOT OUR TRUCKS,
WE GOT OUR WHEELS, THAT'S ALLWE NEED

THE ROROT SKATERS THEY ARE GONE
RUT WE'RE COOLAND TOUGH, STILL HANCIN ON

WE RULE THE STREETS, WE GRIND THE CURRS

SKATING TOUGH & FUCK ALL NERDS
WE GOT A RAMP WHICH IS DAMN HOT
WE SHRED THERE DAILY, SOWHAT
COPS TRY TO STOP US RUTWE FIGHT

WE KEEP ON SKATING EVERY NIGHT

WILD, WILD, WILD RIDERS OF ROARDS


